
Year 2 - Summer 2  

I have come so that you might have life. Life in all its fullness. 
John 10:10 

 

 

 

     

Literacy        We will continue our Knights and castles themed writing, using the 

‘Paper Bag Princess’, ‘George and the Royal Chocolate Cake’ and ‘How to catch a 

Dragon’.  We will learn how to use adjectives in expanded noun phrases, a range 

of conjunctions and suffixes. 

Art & Design/Design Technology 

We will learn about medieval catapult 

designs and design our own using 

wooden spoon, elastic bands and lolly 

sticks. We will learn about features of 

landscapes and create 3D 

representations of  castles. 

Numeracy    We will also revise all the arithmetic skills we have worked on all 

year including 2,5,3, and 10 times tables, number bonds to 20 and 100, and 

adding and subtracting two digit numbers with bridging through 10. We will 

learn how to identify the operation in word problems. 

Computing 

We will be learning how to   

presenting information about 

castles, dragons , princesses and 

knights using purplemash. 

PSHE 

Our theme this term is Changing me 

where we consider our changes since 

we were babies, changes in seasons , 

how our bodies change and moving up 

to year 3. 

RE  

This term we continue to learn 

about and through Islam. We think 

about hajj and what this means for 

Muslims. 

Geography/History 

We continue our castle topic; we will 

learn geographical features  of where 

castles were built, jobs within a castle as 

well as having a medieval themed dress 

up day. 

Science 

In science we will learn about the 

natural world, what grows and 

hopefully growing our own carrots 

radishes and herbs to eat. 

PE 

We will be following the theme of 

getting creative as well as 

practising events for sports day. 

Music   

We will learn songs about travel 

and lands far away. 

 

Value of the term 

Love – through which we will explore thankfulness, empathy and honesty 


